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TRAINING TEACHERS FOR THE STUDY 
OF HOME GEOGRAPHY, A FIELD 

LESSON FOR A SUMMER 
INSTITUTE 

BY PHILIP EMERSON, PRINCIPAL OF COBBET SCHOOL, LYNN, MASS. 

T has long been conceded that the elementary ideas of geography 
must be gained first hand, through personal study of physical 
forces, land forms, and industrial activities. It is also gen- 

erally recognized that mere passing notice, o r  observation that is 
unsystematic and without competent guidance, does not give thal 
real insight into truths and their relations that shall serve as a clear 
basis for the imagination of forms and conditions elsewhere and for 
the interpretation of their meaning. Teachers read of the frequent 
outdoor lessons and occasional long tours common in the practice 
of German and Swiss schools, and heartily approve such methods. 
Nevertheless, if one ask almost any body of a hundred teachers how 
many have conducted field lessons within a year, the fingers of one 
hand will serve to count the number. Occasionally one hears of an 
elementary school where field study is practiced, yet even there it 
is usually found to be infrequent. 

This divergence of theory and practice is in part due to the fact 
that the public often regards field lessons as picnics which the teacher 
and pupils take in place of real work. And the teacher may find 
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them a t  fkst to be occasions for rather strenuous effort on her part 
to prevent a “picnic” for the pupils, who are alive to the novelty 
of the plan and naturally forget schoolroom restraints when the 
schoolroom is left. A more fundamental cause for slow advance 
in field work is that few teachers have been trained for it, and O E  
these not all have gained such confidence as to be willing to do 
pioneer work while subject to suspicious criticism. 

Under these conditions i t  is evidently the duty of all instructors 
of teachers to train them for this work in such wise as will ensure 
the adoption of class study in the field as one essential mode of 
teaching. Strangely enough, however, many higher schools have 
done little more than elementary schools, though perhaps for the 
same reasons. The study of home industries and economic condi- 
tions planned in the opening chapters of Clow’s Introduction t o  
the Studzj of Commerce is rather a novelty in text-books for sec- 
ondary schools. Many teachers’ institutes are held every summer, 
and geography always has an important place on their programs ; 
yet the instruction usually consists wholly of indoor lectures. 
While these often suggest how easily a teacher may illustrate the 
forms and forces of nature by taking her children to the roadsides 
and home fields, there is a fatal failure to show in practice just 
how this should be done. Is this because the instructors shrink 
from the extra effort involved, or feel unable to readily plan R 
model lesson amid new surroundings? Or is i t  because the direc- 
tors of institutes fail to plan for such instruction? It is also true 
that when field work is offered only a portion of a class of teachers 
care to make the physical effort and to meet the expense of joining 
field trips. 

The value of field lessons and their rarity admitted, it is clearly 
incumbent on normal school principals and institute directors to 
see that adequate training for such service is provided. It is also 
the duty of superintendents to encourage a wise entrance upon 
such work by their teachers, and to plan and direct the first 
attempts. ‘Were these two measures the rule now, superintendents 
would seek teachers with a measure of preparation for field work: 
there would exist both a demand and the means of supplying it. 
For  ten years advance has been individual: the next decade should 
see the practice of class work in direct contact with nature and life 
become the general custom; for the method will have its full value 
only when systematically employed throughout the school course. 
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so\'., 1902.] TRAINING OF TEACHERS 393 

I recall field lessons with Professor W. M. Davis in the geography 
courses of the Harvard Summer School, and the re,pdar afternoon 
excursions a t  the Cornell summer course in nature study, under 
Professor Bailey, Professor Roberts and Mrs. Comstock, as both 
most enjoyable and helpful portions of my own experience as tt 

pupil in summer schools. I can testify from an experience as 
teacher and principal in elementary schools, and as instructor iii 
summer institutes, that no lessons indoors require so much prepara- 
tion, use so much physical and mental effort, or give such satis- 
factory returns as those out of sight of the schoolhouse. A typc 
of such lessons is afforded by a Saturday afternoon excursion taken 
by some forty members of the New Hampshire Summer School of 
1901 over the country between Plymouth and Hebron; an! an 
account of the trip in detail will be suggestive of possibilities 
elsewhere. The excursion was repeated in 1902 by a party of more 
than eighty teachers. 

It was necessary for the instructor to go slowly over the country 
the previous day, selecting the best route, noting the forms pre- 
sented, determining their influence, and planning the succession of 
lessons to be taken with the class. The students were packed into 
two large mountain wagons and several smaller carriages, so the 
instructor found i t  more convenient to use a bicycle. Riding i:, 
advance, when the point for the first lesson was reached those in 
several wagons could be taught, then those in succeeding groups. 
The procession having passed, the bicycle bore the instructor again 
to the front, when the process mas repeated at  the next halting 
place. 

The first problems concerned the formation and erosion of flood- 
plains and their life relations. By the roadside a recent summer 
shower had filled the gutters with a gently sloping plain of fint. 
sand, over which could be traced the interlacing channels of stream- 
lets. It was easy to read the story of waste swept from the stony 
hillside putter, then deposited where the slope became gentle, filling 
the channel. Closer inspection showed where the streamlets had 
built up their beds, had overflowed and formed dividing courses on 
the sand, to reunite below. This roadside type was then related 
to similar forms on a large scale, such as the flood plain and many 
channels of the Platte and other rivers flowing eastward from the 
Rocky Mountains through valleys sunk in the plains. 

At the top of the hill above Plymouth, one overlooked the Pemi- 
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gewassett and Baker’s River valleys. The hill and mountain slopes 
descended sharply at many points, in marked contrast to the levels 
of the valley floors. 
when the rather narrow valleys were eroded by the rivers, the second 
when the present sandy plains were deposited. Pictures of over- 
loaded glacial streams of the present were recalled, and the story 
told of conditions in New England a t  the close of the last glacial 
epoch, when the streams were so weighted with waste froin the 
melting ice and from the bare hill slopes that the valleys were 
deeply filled with gravel and sand. 

At  the foot of the hill the flood plain level was reached, and 
here a halt was made where the road crossed a deep gull? by an 
embankment. It was quite as evident that a brook had formed this 
steep-sided little valley within recent years as that the gullies of 
the roadbed had been carved in recent days by rills of rain water. 
The hills are now forested, little waste is poured into the streams; 

‘the main river and its tributaries are removing the sand of their 
beds and are therefore cutting valleys in the flood plain. The 
gully was a type of a young valley, and one could see illustrations 
of stages in the formation of tributary valleys, which are working 
back into the plain wherever stream wash has undermined the sod 
of the bank. 

Somewhat farther cn, the road crossed a larger tributary, which 
wound in curves and oxbows toward the main river. The class 
noted the erosion of the outer bank at  every curve, the tendency 
to lengthen the river course by forming oxbows, and again to 
shorten i t  by cutting across their necks. Xearby, on the main 
river, was a large oxbow, whose neck was nearly cut across, obliging 
the owner of the land to  protect i t  from further erosion by many 
loads of stone. This suggested the costly works constructed by the 
national government to control the ilIississippi. 

Near 
one of the frequent curving banks was a crescent lakelet, half 
choked with lily pads and reeds, while depressions that continued 
its two horns toward the river revealed an abandoned oxbow chan 
nel. Above the low meadows two or more higher levels were noted, 
the upper ‘bordering the valley side as a nearly continuous terrace 
of changing width, while the intermediate shelves were separate 
tracts of varying extent. These several terraces were limited by 
banks nearly as steep as thcse of the present river course; and the 

Two periods were evidently represented; one * 

From present action attention was drawn to past forms. 
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depressions on the second level, a t  the foot of the rise to the upper 
terrace, were evidently old river channels formed when much less 
erosion had been accomplished. Thus the various forms were 
studied in turn so that they told their own story to the class, and 
the features of this sandy flood plain in its old age stood out clearly 
in their natural relations. This prepared for the consideration of 
local industries and life facts as related to the physiography, when 
a final stop was made beside a group of fa- houses. 

The fine soil of these intervales is fairly fertile, and being free 
from rocks and of level surface is much more easily cultivated than 
the boulder clay on the steep irregular hill slopes. The valley 
levels give easy grades to both roads and railroads, so communica- 
tion is favored. As a result, creameries are located near the rail- 
road stations, and the valley farms find a convenient market for 
their milk. Hay is cured froiii the grasses of the flood plains. 
fodder crops and vegetables are grown here and there on the ter- 
races, and pastures extend from the upper terrace up the valley 
sides, penetrating the woodlands that possess the steeper slopes 
and. most broken surface. The farm houses are naturally placed 
on the upper terrace where they are safe from the occasional spring 
floods; and the highway follows the natural roadbed of the upper 
terrace when possible. Thus the homes are conveniently situated 
between gardens and meadows on one side, and the pastures, sugar 
orchards and woodlands on the other. At  intervals of some miles 
the terraced flood plain extends up tributary valleys, and the cen- 
tering of roads a t  such points has favored placing stores, schools, 
and churches there, and so has determined the location of the occa- 
sional little villages. These are built on broad areas of the npper 
terrace, like the farm houses. 

This story of terrace formation and its effect on local life could 
be duplicated many times over throughout northern Sew England. 
so i t  was of special value as being fo r  many teachers a type of their 
own districts. 

The course of the excursion was now southward, along a tribu- 
tary vailey and over the divide t o  the basin of Newfound Lakr. 
A mile from Baker’s River the road rose over a broad moraine that 
lay athwart the valley. I ts  hummocky surface and stony soil had 
so discouraged cultivation that nature was reclaiming its neglected 
pastures to woodland. The irregular surface, with frequent li-ettlla 
hcles, was strikingly unlike the plain just traversed ; and its waste, 
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appearance in clear contrast to the open farin lands below. South 
of the moraine was another nearly level valley tract, but above 
the terrace level. Once the glacier must have dammed this valley, 
since its slope is northward, forming a lake, whose floor was then 
built up by sediments, forming the present lake plain. Here 
again there were prosperous farms. This local example of the 
distribution of life and industry as determined by land form and 
soil suggested important world examples, for  instance the High- 
lands and the Lowland Plain of Scotland. 

The road soon rose steeply tomard the divide, birch and beech 
mingled their inusic overhead. welcome springs of cold water trickled 
from the mossy banks, while almost the only trace of inan outside 
the road was an old sugar camp a t  the summit of the pass. The 
road existed only to connect neighboring valley settlements, no one 
lived niidway its course: it was uf the same class as the roads over 
the Alps and the tunnels through them. The difficulty of trans- 
portation over the divide explained the fact  that  local interests on 
either side the pass lay in opposite directions, to one side tomard 
Plymouth, while on the southern slope life, like the water, w a s  
drawn toward distant Bristol a t  the foot of Kernfound Lake. In 
similar fashion mountain barriers divide races and nations, while 
roads over the passes give a measure of communication. On the 
day of ou r  tr ip the battle mas not between opposing armies, a s  of 
yore, but between rival baseball teams, one having crossed the 
divide from Plymouth to contest with its natural rivals on the other 
slope. Tracing out the home depeiidence of life on land forin will 
deepen interest in  f a r  reaching influences elsewhere and enable their 
clear apprehension. 

A half mile from the summit of the pass a fine terniinal moraine, 
in the forin of an esker-like ridge, swings across the valley in two 
curves. At  its lowest point, it is breached by a brook valley, which 
affords way, also, for a road to farms beyond. The class here left 
the carriages and climbed the bowlder strewn ridge to its highest 
point, where debris had evidently accumulated from ice lobes ter- 
minating a t  either hand. The knoll thus fell into the same class as 
Manomet Hill, the landniark of the Pilgrims in  making Plymouth 
Harbor. The steep north face of the moraine, which once lay 
against the glacier front, was conipared with the soniewhat gentler 
southern slope ; and with the aid of pictures of present glacial scene3 
the conditions existing when the iiioraine was formed were imagined. 
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At our feet a little valley, filled with boulders, had evidently 
been worn across the moraine in the long past. Though now grass- 
grown, it was not difficult to repicture the waters dashing among 
the stones along its course. Turning toward their source, the valley 
ended in air, marvellously, cleanly severed by the northern ice- 
face of the moraine. Evidently the valley had once been continued 
upon or into the ice of the glacier, which had long since melted 
away. Tracing the story of the little valley, which now was of use 
only t o  furnish greener grass for sheep to nibble, and an easy path 
across the ridge, an illustration was afforded of how geographers 
interpret-in varied ways- the past of larger valleys that exert 
potent influences on huinan industry. 

Seated on the sterile moraine, that grew but lichens and wiry 
grasses, the eye rested with delight on a beautiful expanse o f  level 
meadow lands and cultivated fields, crossed picturesquely by alder- 
bordered brooks, which were lost to the eye where woodlands marked 
the rugged land of yet another terminal moraine. Presumably the 
meadow was the result of deposition of rock waste from the melting 
glacier in a temporary lake behind the earlier moraine. The ridge 
itself was but pasture land for sheep; the narrow fields up the 
valley were occupied by farms whose dwellings indicated but small 
retukns for labor ; but the broad and fertile acres to the south were 
overlooked by two finely kept groups of farm buildings under shelter 
of the moraine ridge. Here the silt of the old lake bottom gave 
such generous returns that to coinfort was added beauty; for in- 
stance, a fine double row of maples lined the roadway, an evidence 
of prosperity and breadth of interests. 

The lesson was typical of the study of the smaller land forms 
in a school district with a view to discovering their relation to the 
life of the community. It also suggested many cases of the control 
of life by environment throughout the world-the development of 
civilization and its arts ainid the prosperity natural to the oriental 
valley plains on the border of the tropics-the wealthy farms of 
the lake plains about the Red River in Dakota and Minnesota. 

Other minor lessons were interspersed here and there. For 
instance a halt was called where the road crossed a long glaciated 
granite outcrop, whose curving surface yet preserved the parallel 
grooves and striations left by the glacial rasp. Enough had beeu 
seen to give a conception of glacial work in erosion and deposition, 
the formation of soil, and its assortment by water so as to give 
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unlike conditions ill neighboring fields, explaining the contrasts 
often afforded by adjoining farms. Incidentally, too, there had 
been opportunity to call attention to the plant societies of forest, 
field, and meadow, and phases of insect life noted in  passing. 

The last problem of the afternoon was to trace the life historj- 
and the present values of a series of delta formations in  Hebrun. 
From a hill we overlooked a stream, which flowed across half over- 
flowed meadows and entered Newfound Lake through several dis- 
tributaries that  had thrust forward fingers of river deposits. Kere 
was a miniature model of the hlississippi delta. Beyond was a high 
level plain, between the walls of the valley sides, that extended 
down froni the distance to an  abrupt terinination above the marshes 
of the inlet.’ The class had the general plan in mind, aiicl were 
ready to study details with appreciation. 

Passing down the hill, several examples of deltas were noted in  
the gutters, with their nearly level surfaces and with marked front 
slopes where the sands pushed along by the rills had rolled down 
into deeper water. The road passed one or two minor brook chan- 
nels of the meadow lands, evidently active in time of high water, 
then crossed the main stream by an  iron bridge. There were high, 
firm banks, a rod o r  two wide, along the stream, dividing it froiii 
the stagnant water of the reedy marshes. At one point d6bris was 
stranded that had been washed over the banks when the stream 
spread out in spring floods. Evidently it had been left there be- 
cause the current on the banks had been too gentle to  sweep it 
further along, and manifestly these natural  levees were thus fornied 
in the slackening current of overflows. Jus t  here the Donaldson- 
ville sheet, of the United States Geological Survey iiiaps, came into 
play; and the local type, in  connection with the map, explained the 
conditions that  exist from Cairo to the Gulf. Before us the firm 
banks allowed the fisherman to walk dry shod, and a farm wagon 
might pass that would have mired in attempting to cross the marsh. 
Similarly the natural  levee of the Mississippi, two miles broad. 
affords way for  railroads and highways ; the dwellings and villages 
are along the river bank, and the farms and fields on the lower 
portions of the natural  levees, away from the river. 

Another halt was made a t  the front  of the upper sand plain. 
much of which the river had carried away as it swung over it in 
curving channels during past years, leaving terraces and moats like 
those studied along Baker’s River. It was evident that this plaiii 
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also had been deposited by an overloaded stream, which M-as now 
able to again take up its load and carry it on. But why the rather 
steep and very abrupt front, to which the class walked? At  one 
point an old oxbow of the river had swung in against the front, 
leaving a yet steeper descent, thus proving the prevailing frcnt 
slope due to another cause. The recently studied gutter deltas 
were recalled, and it was perceived that if the water had stood 
twenty feet higher in the lake when the upper plain was forming. 
just the present form must have resulted, as a delta was built for- 
ward in this arm of the lake. Were the lake waters to be then 
lowered, perhaps by erosion of a gravel dam at the outlet, the delta 
would be itself exposed to such erosion as had here taken place, and 
abundant material afforded for building the later delta a t  the new 
water level. The half drowned top of this new delta was the result 
of raising the lake waters several feet by a dam constructed a t  the 
outlet a half century ago. 

A few rods more and our party drove across the “common” of 
Hebron, a typical village green, with church, school, town house, 
general store, and trim white dwellings with their green blinds. 
On all sides were mountain slopes and narrow valleys; here met 
the roadways along the lake and roads from several centering Val- 
leys. This broad delta plain, with the fertile lower terraces of the 
stream, was the natural site for a village. For  the children in the 
little school, it is as important t o  know the story of their home lands 
and the physical conditions that determined the location of their 
village, as to knov7 the causes influencing the location and growth 
of Chicago or New York. F o r  them, more important, f o r  this prob- 
lem deals with what they may see and apprehend; it will make intel- 
ligible the larger problems of the unseen world, and will also form 
a foundation for an intelligent consideration and advancement of 
local interests in later life. 

The homeward journey gave the measure of beauty and enjoy- 
ment of “Nature for her own sake” that may well form part of 
every field trip. A little steamer bore the party far  out on the 
lake, beneath forbidding precipices that overlook the flooded depths 
of the valley, then across to gentler slopes lit up by late afternoon 
sunshine and marked a t  points by summer homes or isolated farm- 
steads. The return drive lay over a lonely hill road, with steep 
grades rising from shady glades t o  hill crests whence one looked 
away to glorious sunset clouds floating above the western valleys 
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and mountains. We appreciated both the attraction of the hill- 
side homes for summer guests and their lack of fitness for those 
who would keep in social and economic touch with the world 
throughout the year. 

This long trip was supplemented both by brief excursions in 
the neighborhood of Plymouth, and by the discussion in the class- 
room of the best ways and means of preparing, conducting and 
utilizing field trips in their relation to the school room work with 
maps and texts. Space forbids considering the work further, and 
the author has already in the Jowna l  of School Geography (Vol. 
3, p. 287) related his experience and conclusions. In  normal schools 
and summer institutes there should be frequent trips for the study 
of local forms, to discover their causes and life effects by investiga- 
tion in  the field. These will tend to prepare the teacher for the 
ready use of advanced and scientific texts as guides, and t o  give 
her courage to attempt the interpretation of the geography of her 
own school district. 

THE INFLUENCE OF PONDS AND 
RIVERS ON ATMOSPHERIC 

TEMPERATURES 
BY M. S. W. JEFFERSON, PROFESSOR UP GEOGRAPHY, STATE NORMAL 

SCHOOL, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN. 

M It. Abbott’s interesting paper “Observations on the Tem- 
perature of Spring Water,” in the Journal of School 
Geography, April, 1901, has led the writer to see what 

interest he could find in t.he temperature of water bodies in his 
neighborhood, with a view to their use in teaching. Salisbury 
Lake, in Brockton, Mass., is a small sheet of water barely fonr 
feet deep, yet it was found to exercise sufficient influence on the 
temperature of the neighboring air to give a good illustration of 
the mQderating influence of the ocean on temperatures over neigh- 
boring coasts. This was, of course, most pronounced on occasions 
of a strong change of temperature, when the water showed a con- 
siderable lagging behind the air in its changes. 
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